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Abstract
The emergence of the Internet has generated new functionalities in our daily lives:
data sharing, people communication or even the creation of a new “digital life” within
the virtual world. Nowadays, each user visits many websites and web applications, in
which the owner companies stores certain information from the user to be able to use
the services offered. As a result, the user’s digital identity is scattered in many websites
databases. During the last few years, some solutions have been developed, proposing a new
digital identity solution that is known as Self-Sovereign Identity. This solution allows the
decentralization of the user personal data and the self-sovereign identity management using
blockchain technology. This paper shows a proof of concept of a simplified self-sovereign
identity system that allows the user to manage their personal data with different external
and compatible web services.

1

Introduction

The rapid expansion of the Internet made people to create a new type of identity within the
Internet. As they browse and exchange information on the Internet, the users forge what is
called their digital identity. According to the model proposed by F.Georges [1], the digital
identity is made up of three types of “sub-identities”: “Declared Identity”, “Acted Identity”
and “Calculated or inferred Identity”. Each term refers to the set of data on the Internet “that
the user expressly reveals”, “the acting data on the web” and “the calculated or inferred data”
respectively [2]. The number of these digital identities has increased exponentially in recent
years. The report published by DataReportal [3] states that the number of Internet users is
approximately 4.95 billion, which represents 62.5% of the current world population.
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Currently, the user’s digital identity does not belong exclusively to the user. The different
websites and applications which the user visits store a large amount of information about the
user digital identity in their internal databases. This fact means that all these companies that
are behind each website have the responsibility to protect and guarantee the user’s personal
data security and privacy. In a hypothetical case where these websites owners were attacked
and the user’s data was stolen or leaked, the user’s privacy would be violated without the user
being able to avoid it.
In recent years, a new digital identity model to try to solve this problem has been developed,
proposing a new digital identity management system: Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI). It consists
of encrypted and digitally signed verified credentials with Decentralized Identifiers (DIDs) that
represent bits of personal and identifying information in which the individual chooses which credentials to share and with whom [4]. This new digital identity system is a persistent, portable
and interoperable solution that belongs only to the user, rather than to a third party such as a
bank or government. Self-Sovereign Identity uses blockchain technology for data sharing. This
technology uses a data structure made up of interconnected blocks through hash functions in
which information is stored [5] with a lot of characteristics such as decentralization and data
integrity, high availability, security and scalability [6].
This paper shows a proof of concept of an SSI management system. This proof of concept
consists in a decentralized and self-manageable digital identity simplified prototype, in which
the user can register, manage and share their personal data with other third-party compatible
web systems that request it through consent and access requests.

2

Methodology

First, a research process has been done on blockchain technology, digital identity and decentralized digital identity in which its characteristics, elements and operation have been analyzed.
Subsequently a high-level simplified proof of concept was implemented. For this proof of concept development, it has been chosen an agile methodology based on incremental and iterative
development, starting with the implementation of basic structural concepts and functionalities
and adding new improvements and functionalities in each interaction implemented.

3

Development

For this purpose, two main systems have been implemented: User Digital Identity Management
System (UDIMS), the system in which the user can store his data in the blockchain and manage
the data sharing with other web services; and External User Registration System (EURS), an
external system available on the Internet, compatible with UDIMS that allows adding personal
data of different users and managing access requests to it. To store this information, the user
should connect the blockchain and provide his personal data to UDIMS. This system receives
this data and stores it in a smart contract deployed in the user’s blockchain. Therefore, when
the user registers in one EURS, this system creates a request to consult user personal data from
the blockchain. If the user approves it, the consent will be registered in the smart contract
and the EURS will be able to access the data it has previously requested. EURS systems do
not store the users personal data in their databases, instead of, they make data request to the
blockchain when they need it.
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Results

In this proof of concept, we use Ganache blockchain to deploy the smart contract and store the
user personal data in it thought UDIMS. In order to provide a complete proof of concept of
this system, two duplicated EURS that request different data from the user were implemented:
“Pc Shop” and “Library”. After the user has registered his personal data, he signs up in each
EURS providing the parameters to connect to the blockchain. Then, each EURS requests
the necessary consent to access to the different attributes of user’s personal data. When user
accepts it, this consent is recorded in the blockchain and EURS can subsequently access the
different requested personal data. In EURS profile view, the user can view the personal data
he has approved in each case. At the same time, the user can check the EURS corresponding
consents and access in his UDIMS’s profile view (see figure 1).

Figure 1: Profile view in UDIMS
Additionally, if the user updates any value of his personal data in UDIMS, his profile data in
each EURS in which he had registered will be automatically updated too.The user can also check
the update history of his personal data in the UDIMS profile view. All these functionalities
made the developed system the complete SSI proof of concept.
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